n(x-n) which takes the values a n at the points x = n. Ferrar 2 has recently proved 00 00
Theorem 1. If 2 | a n \ogn | / n and 2 | a _ r e l o g n\jn are convergent, Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the Cardinal Function Series is uniformly and absolutely convergent in any finite part of the 2-plane, and represents an integral function. Consider now
C (x) is an m-function 3 for m ^> n.

This means that C (x) is a solution of the integral equation f(t)dt
where F is the contour formed of the segment of the real axis from -R to R, indented at x, and the semicircle in the upper half plane on this segment as diameter; we suppose that R = N + S, where N is an integer, and 0 < 8 < 1. This contour integral vanishes, since the integrand is analytic inside and on the contour. The evaluation of the contour integral gives at once
where t h e integral on t h e left-hand-side is a Cauchy principal value, and where I (R) is t h e integral round t h e semicircle.
Now we easily see t h a t , if 0 <^
the series on the right-hand-side being uniformly convergent with respect to 6. Since
where iT (fc) denotes the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, modulus k. We have here used the condition that m ^> ir, and have integrated term-by-term, which is obviously valid in this case.
This inequality may be written in the form li-\x , ri * l j | where R = iV + 8. We shall shew from this that / (R) tends to zero as N tends to infinity, § being fixed.
where C x is a positive constant depending only on S; since K (k) is a monotone increasing function of K, if 0 <^ k <^ 1, we see that since the two series S|a,, log?i|/w and S | a_ n log w| /ra are convergent.
It is a consequence of Tannery's Theorem 2 that
2_
7T
1 It is an elementary consequence of the result (given in Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis (1920), § 22 . 737), lim \K' -log (4/fc)} = 0.
if we can shew that lfl -^l^ki,
where M n is independent of R, and S if " is convergent. But, as above, we may shew that
which is sufficient for our purpose.
We have thus shewn that, under the conditions of Theorem 1, / (R) -s-0 as N ~> oo , and hence that
where the integral on the left-hand-side is a principal value, both at t = x, and t = oo . Equating imaginary parts, we have at once,
the principal value sign has been omitted because t = x is a removable singularity, and because C (t) is an integral function finite on the real axis and
exists. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
It may be pointed out that the proof that / (R) -> 0 may be considerably shortened in the case m > vr, by the use of the inequality I C {Re ei ) I < Ke*R ain e R / log R if 0 <; 9 <^ 77. But the proof by the use of this inequality fails in the case m = -n. § 3. We have just seen that the fact that the Cardinal Function is a solution of the equation (1) 
